
2 May 2020 

 

TO:    Club Secretaries and Delegates, North Shore District 

 

I hope this finds you and all your members safe and well. We assure you our Committee is keeping 

up to date with all National and State developments regarding our bowling future. 

We wish to draw your attention to the following recommendation sent out  by the Zone 9 Secretary, 

Mark Alexander, yesterday.   The North Shore District Management Committee concurs with this 

recommendation: 

 

Despite the COVID-19 Guidelines for NSW Bowling Clubs released  (on 30th April 2020) by 

BNSW and WBNSW, it is the strong recommendation of the Zone 9 Executive that Clubs NOT 

RE-OPEN THEIR GREENS as was to come into effect from today, Saturday 2nd May 2020. 

The Zone Executive takes the safety and well-being of all our Clubs and their members 

seriously.  Whilst acknowledging that the guidelines released yesterday were a step in the 

right direction, we are acutely aware that BNSW and WBNSW have absolved themselves of 

any responsibility with the onus placed entirely onto the Clubs and their members. 

We are already aware of a number of Clubs, large and small, across NSW already taking 

similar action and NOT re-opening their greens, primarily because Clubs and Zones are unable 

to cover their members/bowlers against contraction of COVID-19 and/or any other possible 

injuries or mishaps during a roll-up/practice game.  St Johns Park BC and Mt Lewis BC (both in 

Zone 12) and our own Belrose BC have already sent formal notices to their members advising 

that the greens remain closed. 

There are the added issues of the Clubs themselves still being closed - some Clubs may not 

have outside toilet facilities; who is going to be responsible for ensuring all the mats/jacks are 

cleaned and sanitised after every use; who is going to supervise the arrival and departure of 

bowlers etc etc etc. 

To repeat again, it is the considered view of Zone 9 that Clubs NOT RE-OPEN THEIR GREENS 

until further notice. 

You will note that this is a RECOMMENDATION, we are not forcing any Club to take this 

action, but we do ask that all Clubs and their Boards/Directors think seriously about this and 

the possible consequences for them should something untoward occur. 

This recommendation will be reviewed on a weekly basis and in keeping with advice/directives 

from higher authorities. 

Mark Alexander 

ZONE 9 SECRETARY 

 

 

Angela Little 

Secretary 

North Shore District WBA 


